President’s Distinguished District
2015-16

E d i t o r ’s N o t e
Celebrating Our Grit
“Some dream it. Some do it. Some do both. “
– Walt Disney Company
In a world where perfection is easily counterbalanced
by imperfection, where the courage to dream is eschewed by the timidity of reality, a new warrior arises,
soars, and conquers.
In the 366 days of our existence as a new district, District 98 has experienced growth in 360 degrees. When I
was asked by our District Director, DTM Chandra
Shekar, to compile an annual calendar of themes as
the first step toward the monthly newsletters, I was
beyond sure what our theme for the first month
should be, just as how unsure I was about the other
eleven!
This issue is special. Not for one, but three reasons.
Yes, it’s our first voice on print in 2016-17. Yes, it’s the
first month when the new leadership has assumed
charge. But, what’s special is that—in this issue, Communicate 98 takes a pause. A pause in appreciation—
reflecting and recounting our efforts, and celebrating
our endeavors before we take a headlong leap into the
new year.
“If you want to keep happiness, you should share it,”
noted Dale Carnegie. And that’s exactly what the Communicate 98 team brings to you this month—pages of
happiness. Many of the pieces in our July issue focus
on euphoria along with our celebration of learning.
Recognized as President’s Distinguished, as District 98
joins the elite ranks of being featured in the Top Ten
Districts in the World in 2015-16, our cover page attempts to capture a fraction of that huge hemisphere
displaying the colorful mirth in the spirits of District 98
Toastmasters.
Before you begin flipping through the pages of this
newsletter, here’s a rundown on the few highlighting
stories we’ve picked. Spoiler Alert: only shortattention-span fans eager for instant news might want
to continue reading this note.

District 98 ISC Champ, TM Subramanyam, provides us
with a craft door to his best-kept secret tips on speech
evaluation success. We also bring to you excerpts from
TM Mohan’s interview, whose incredible work ethics has
fascinated and inspired many Toastmasters. Do not miss
the candid encouraging note from our International Director, DTM Nagaraja, applauding our team’s efforts.
And read our special tête-à-tête with Benaisha Kharas,
the youngest and most accomplished Image Consultant
in India, share her life-changing story with our District.
A big thank-you to all the contributors and contest participants of this month for sharing your voices with us
and we look forward to hearing more stories from you.
We hope our newsletters delight you each month in
celebrating and enjoying the craft and conversation that
brings us together in the pages of Communicate 98.

Pooja Vijay Kumar
Editor, Communicate 98
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Chief Brief

District 98 on
Social Networks

@dist98
@d98tm
d98tm.in
“It’s time to celebrate as we
enter another year of
Toastmastering at District 98.”

DTM Chandra Shekar (CSK)
District Director, District 98
At the very outset, I would like to express
my gratitude and heartfelt thanks to DTM
Beena Mandrekar and her entire team for
their spectacular efforts in publishing
Communicate 98, with such high standards consistently over the last year. Further, I congratulate TM Pooja Vijay Kumar
and all the new members on her team for
having risen up to the task of delivering a
series of curated editions of our district
newsletter.
With Celebrate as the theme of July, I am
reminded of a quotation I once heard
sometime ago. The quote said, “When you
shift your focus from competition to collaboration, life becomes a celebration.”
This quote changed my perspective about
teams forever.

Today, as we begin our work in new teams
across all levels in District 98 viz., clubs,
areas, divisions, and as a District, this quote
is more relevant than ever.

Thus, I will take the first step in collaborating with my fellow District Directors, from across India viz., District
92, District 82, and District 41.

So, let us look at bringing everything in our
might to focus on collaboration. The starting point, however, is for the member to
collaborate by looking at opportunities
across the spectrum of Toastmasters. Once
this happens, our clubs will no longer be
the same and needless to say everything
above the level of the club will be pushed
into a whole new orbit of revolution.

We will share best practices and exchange ideas in creating a memorable
experience for every member at
Toastmasters. The subsequent issues
of this newsletter will carry those practices and ideas for your information
and action.

As a District Director, I am aware that my
role is not limited to just make decisions
and type these messages on a monthly
basis. My members would wish from me, to
‘walk the talk’ and lead from the front.

My team of district officers are committed to collaborate with one another and are at your service. I am
sure you will do whatever it takes to
collaborate at your end and make this
journey of yours memorable at both
ends.
Cheers!
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F ro m A ro u n d t h e G l o b e
COMMUNICATE 98’s PICKS
FOR THE MONTH
Watch
Speak, a documentary.
SPEAK is a thrilling journey of speakers as they
prepare to compete for the title of "World Champion of Public Speaking." A powerful, inspiring
documentary about conquering life's hurdles and
finding your voice, is sure to give you déjà vu.

Read
Post Office by Charles Bukowski.
Bukowski’s dry humor, strong characterization,
and simple speech make the novel vivid and
appealing.

Do
The Airtel Hyderabad Marathon, August 28.

Visit
Mirchi and Mime, Mumbai.
Supported entirely by hearing and speechimpaired wait staff, Mirchi & Mime in Mumbai is
a novel social experiment where the food speaks
so loudly that the servers don’t need to.

Tap
Johnny Grammar English App by BRITISH
COUNCIL.
Johnny Grammar’s Word Challenge is a quiz for
English learners to test common vocabulary,
spelling, and grammar that appears in everyday
English. It is present in a fun game format making
it a must-have app for every grammar nerd.

An Open Letter from DTM Nagaraja Rao
International Director for Region 13, 2015-17

Dear Members and Leaders of District 98,
I bring you greetings from the entire Board of Toastmasters International for the successful completion of your inaugural year as a fullfledged District.
The challenges of a new district are one too many. Creating a sense of belonging and oneness, without compromising the fundamental values and fabric of Toastmasters is one of the challenges faced by any new district. The other one is to overcome the pangs of
parting with erstwhile combined District. Achieving the individual and club goals to make the District become President's Distinguished is yet another. Your district has done so well in its first year, that it reminds me of a quote by Jeffrey Benjamin who said, “The
celebration of success overshadows the challenges that were encountered along the way”. My hearty congratulations go to Immediate
Past District Director, Dr. Brillian SK and his team, as well as the present team of district leaders. It proves that a small band of dedicated people with a passion for excellence can inspire a whole lot of people to achieve lofty goals. Well done, District 98!
Now it is time for celebrations. As all of you celebrate your success, I would like to leave you with the words of Mia Hamm who said,
“Celebrate what you have accomplished, but raise the bar a little higher each time you succeed.”
I look forward to hearing more success stories from each one of you.
Best regards,
Nagaraja Rao, DTM
2015-2017 International Director
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Leader Speak

“Together we

Enjoy

and

Acknowledge Milestones”

Dr. Brillian S.K, DTM
First District Director, District 98

C e l e b r a t i n g a y e a r of 2 g e t h e r n e s s
When the WhatsApp message from Nishant popped up on that fateful day, my
joy knew no bounds. 2gether as a team
we jumped in joy, rejoicing the moment
of glory. The wait was over, finally! We
became a President’s Distinguished District.
For me, it was an instant flashback.
When we began the journey, we were
eclectic, euphoric, and aiming for excellence. We celebrated the birth of the
District at midnight as the team stayed
wide awake like an expectant family. At
the stroke of the midnight hour 2gether
we rejoiced at the birth of a new-born
District.
Well begun is half done, what better way
than having 100% Elected and Appointed Officers being trained at the
DOTP in Mumbai?
As we moved ahead in the journey, we
invited every member to be a part of our
TEAM (Together we Enjoy and Acknowledge Milestones), encouraging members
and leaders to celebrate

every milestone in our own special way.
The journey was not a smooth one; we
encountered curves, crevices, and craters. DTM Mohan Karambelkar, our DCP
Manager, ensured that we all stayed focussed and on course. The last 90 days
were crucial, when we revisited our strategy, refocused, and steered to be on
track to achieve excellence. Thank you
DTM Nagaraja Rao for pushing us to
think, act, and achieve.
The month of June was painstakingly
long, as we eagerly waited for that elusive “1” club renewal. Support came in
from all quarters of the District. I must
admit that never before have I seen a
TRIO refresh the dashboard as often as
we did. Manasa, Nishant, Jagrut, Vishnu,
and many more came to the fore. Every
member wanted to see District 98 shine
bright! These are small unknown aspects.
When Jim Kokocki, the TI International
President, called me early on 24th July
morning, it was redemption time.
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It was almost blissful to hear from
him officially that we were among
the Top 10 Districts in the world. It
is indeed a matter of pride that in
our very first year, District 98
achieved the President’s Distinguished status.
I invite you to enjoy this wonderful
journey towards excellence. Celebrate small wins, share your joys,
and involve your family. Trust me,
magic happens. From being a newborn to being a force to reckon with,
District 98 has come a long way in
just 366 days!
On August 18th 2016, your TRIO will
walk into the ‘Hall of Fame’ in
Washington D.C., celebrating the
achievements of each of our members.
Let us keep learning, sharing, and
celebrating 2gether in the Right Way
to achieve excellence.
Cheers!
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J u s t S t i c k A ro u n d
Once upon a time, I did experience something for the
first time at the age of 8. And, that was fishing at Kali
River in Kadra, a small town in Karnataka.
Kadra is surrounded by Kali River and an abundant jungle
with beautiful fishing spots. My friend Praveen and I lied
to our parents and went fishing. I was excited and scared
at the same time.
We arrived at the fishing spot and saw a few teenagers
were fishing. As soon as I arrived, I began screaming like
a Tarzan. And to my astonishment, everyone gave me a
cold shoulder at my stupidity. Noise can distract and give
a hint of threat to the fish.

Azharuddin Khadri

I blamed Praveen that he doesn’t know how to fish. He
blamed that he didn’t get the right spot, he even blamed
the earthworms. After spending an hour in disappointment and dismay, we returned to our homes empty
handed but with a heavy heart.
We had failed miserably at our first attempt.
Toastmasters’ journey is as similar as fishing. Hooking a
fish is rewarding and gratifying. Similarly, winning a contest, achieving a milestone, leading a club, serving others,
mentoring a new member is rewarding and gratifying to a
few. However, not everyone gets the taste of staggering
success. Unfortunately, few will fail miserably in their first
attempt. But does that mean we will fail again? Think
again.

Praveen pulled a fish stick.
“We need a bait now”, said Praveen. Earthworms are easily found in the jungle. Praveen and I dug the ground
under a huge tree. There were plenty of earthworms
crawling out of the damp soil. My body began to shiver
and I just fled from the scene. Few minutes later, Praveen
brought few earthworms in his bare hands.
Finally we began fishing; I was hoping to hook a big fish.
After 5 minutes, no result.
After 15, nothing was happening.
Other teenagers hooked one fish after another.

COM

Praveen and I went again after learning the tricks and
trades of fishing from our seniors. Believe me few days
later, we became more confident and finally caught one
small fish after an hour. I can’t explain how content we felt
that day. In small things, you find big pleasure. Nothing
could stopped us; we gradually became superior at things
we had failed in our first attempt.
Contests are approaching, only one gets the fish (success).
Because that member became superior at things he or she
probably failed at in the first attempt. You might return
home empty handed but with a heavy heart.
No matter what you want to hook, you will definitely hook
something, perhaps small. But remember—in small things
you find big pleasure. Just stick around.
By Azharuddin Khadri, TMCP and Deccan TM Club of
Pune
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A Wo rd W i t h :

Q Tell us about your journey from being a dyslexic at school to
the youngest image consultant in India.

A In the 90’s, dyslexia wasn’t really heard of and wasn’t considered normal either. It was a struggling period to count numbers
and also spell words. Finishing exam papers was the hardest. I
went in for a lot of remedies and was taught various ways of
learning and many ways of spelling a word differently. This sort
of ran down the little confidence that I had. I had not much of a
self image if so to ask. Over the years, with the support of my
parents and a few mentors—who were also my teachers, I
reached a point of blossom. At that stage, when I was in school
I had met many such students with other disabilities and I decided one day that all you pretty much need in life is yourself to
shine. In my last year of graduation, very coincidently I stumbled
upon on an image consulting course.
Image consulting channelized my thoughts on what really was
my self image and how should I first go about building my own
image in order to then enhance other’s image. As I took the decision when I was 19 to pursue a profession as a consultant, it
gave me the advantage of being the youngest in the country to
start practicing. There after, I went on to be internationally certified and today I am the youngest in India to hold the international certification.

Q Why did you choose your profession as an image consultant?
A

I believe that everything lies within you. We all need to work on enhancing ourselves. We often point outward but
never stop to look inward. As a child I was my own best friend and even today I am my bestest friend. That simply led me
to understand how important it was to have a great self image and self-confidence. And it is how we look at ourselves and
how we endorse ourselves in the world, that the world will acknowledge too. Image consulting as a career appealed to me
as it helped me ignite a spark within myself.

Q

Toastmasters is a community of people who learn the arts of speaking, listening, and thinking. Your word of advice for
this community of thinkers and communicators from District 98.

A I frankly have no advise to offer as I have always looked up to a few toastmaster members that I have known and I feel
it’s a great community of individuals who come together and communicate with one another from different walks of life.

Q How do you think can Image Consultancy help Toastmasters?
A Communication is an integral part of survival. However, often we only focus on our verbal communication. Image consulting can bring to the table the visual communication aspect which would benefit the members in understanding how
their clothing can be a powerful tool too to communicate along with their verbal communication.
The Communicate 98 team thanks Benaisha for sharing her thoughts with Toastmasters of District 98 and wishes her every
success in her journey ahead.
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Celebrate Speaking

Ravi Sharma

They say – “Today is the tomorrow we worried about yesterday.” And isn’t this the way many of us have been living, or
rather say, been accustomed to live our lives. We worry,
worry regretting our past, worry planning the future. Amidst
all this what we forget is to Celebrate the present, celebrate
the opportunities at hand.

Now, I am focused on my professional career and my
love for public speaking. I feel I can make the best out of
this engagement. I feel my decision is right. I don’t know
if I will begin to wander again after a few months or few
years, but the fact is that it wouldn’t worry me. Because, I
am CELERATING life at this moment.

I joined Toastmasters on 3rd July 2016. It’s been close to one
month now and I get the sense of being happier, happier
than ever before. Having come to Mumbai in March, 2014, I
was looking around for certain extra activities that I could lay
my hands on. I joined an NGO and started teaching the underprivileged kids. Due to some reason, the activity had to
be called off. And I was worried, what next? Sitting idle at
home on weekends wasn’t my way of living. But I did so for
at least 6 to 8 months before joining Toastmasters, because I
decided on doing something as a result of the rat race. Selfrealisation happened sooner than later and I knew I had
wasted these months. I had an option to sit back and keep
regretting on my decision.

I am sure you, a seasoned Toastmaster, must have gone
through or may be experiencing such a situation presently. If I can sum it up shortly by citing the words of
wisdom by Steve Jobs:

But as Eckhart Tolle puts it, “Worry pretends to be necessary
but serves no useful purpose”. Luckily my good sense prevailed and the message I got was loud and clear: Do what
you love, do what you are passionate about, there’s no
use partaking in the rat race and that, our time is important
and limited.

“Your time is limited, so don’t waste it living someone
else’s life. Don’t be trapped by dogma — which is living
with the results of other people’s thinking. Don’t let the
noise of others’ opinions drown out your own inner voice.
And most important, have the courage to follow your
heart and intuition. They somehow already know what
you truly want to become. Everything else is secondary.”
Celebrate, celebrate the qualities that you have. Get
started. Remember: the most important step of all is the
first step., just like how the Toastmasters meetings make
a difference between a nervous mind and the confident
one by – getting up from that chair, defying the ifs and
buts, and attempting the table topics!
Celebrate speaking.
By Ravi Sharma (Mumbai TM Club)
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Tr a c k e d
Tracking the Success Mantra of DTM Mohan Karambelkar
Distinguished Club Program Manager, 2015-16
DTM Mohan Karambelkar, popularly known as the Toastmaster
with a Midas touch, was the tough guy tracking the minute-tominute progress toward our lofty goal of achieving the President’s
Distinguished District (PDD) recognition. The Communicate 98
team nabbed the opportunity to interview this extraordinary
leader who has consistently raised the bar for each role he has
owned on the District Officers’ team. Here are few excerpts:

Q

You served as a Distinguished Club Program (DCP) Manager in our
district for 2015-16, the officer closely tracking our District's performance for the PDD recognition. Did you envision this massive goal for a
district that was so new in the league?

A

DCP can be the right program to practice SMART goals. In SMART, A stands for achievable or attainable. When we
asked our officers, “Are the goals achievable?”, they responded positively and confidently. Thus, we were able to envision
a target through officers' support and confidence. Though District 98 was new, we had and have a good number of seasoned toastmasters. Setting PDD as a target was the right choice.

Q As a leader, how did you plan your activities of monitoring the progress throughout the year?
A

Communication was the primary activity. I started communication right from the District Officers' training program. I
had planned as well as unplanned communication. Planned communication was regular status report with a reminder for
the final target. Unplanned communication was a DCP message on occasions like Diwali or New Year, or trending events
like Cricket (IPL) or football (English Premier league).

Q

Did you ever feel demotivated along this journey? If yes, how did you combat that feeling. If no, what was the motivation that kept you going onward and forward.

A

We set a very positive tone that we will go for achievement through excellence. We neither wished to avoid failure
through managing numbers nor believed accidental success.

Q What is the mantra of your continued excellence in the district roles, from District Finance Manager to DCP Manager?
A Linking the Toastmasters' values of Integrity, Respect, Service, and Excellence to the role. Integrity is a quality assurance
for achievement. Respect is your sincerity in service. Service is a motto for helping others. Excellence is your vision for improvement.

Q What advice would you like to offer our current set of club, area, division, and district leaders?
A Teamwork, because 2gether we are 100%. We should work without stress, only then will we enjoy success. Some leaders focus on DCP only in last quarter and work hard until 11.59 PM on June 30 and have distressful success. This will not
be the right way. The right way is to achieve success with fun and not with stress.
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G o a l Po s t
SPEECH EVALUATION CONTEST TIPS
BY D98 ISC CHAMP– TM SUBRAMANYAM
With the Speech Evaluation Contest just around the
corner, the Communicate 98 team thought of sneaking
away with few tips and tricks from the Master Speaker
himself, TM Subu, in this issue’s Goal Post. Here’s wishing TM Subramanyam the very best as he departs for
the 2016 International Speech Contest Semifinals, taking place this August, during the 85th Annual Toastmasters International Convention in Washington, D.C.
And here are the insider secrets we have for you, learn
how now!
Objective
To make the speech a
better speech.



To make the speaker a
better speaker.

How to meet the objectives?



The way it was presented.
Speech structure, body language, quickness of getting
to the point, and voice

Commend the things that went

modulation.



Make objective recommendations.






Connect to the speaker.
well.



What should you focus on
in the Speech Presentation?

Summarize and end on a note

ence.




that encourages the speaker
to attempt more speeches.

Connection with the audiTransitions.
Elements of CC2-CC6 in the
speech.



Delivery of the speech.

Speech Evaluations comprise TWO parts:

How should you divide
your evaluation time:

1.
2.

1.

Content
Presentation

What should you focus on
in the Speech Content?








The argument presented,
the logical flow, depth of
the argument, and the
examples cited.
Relatability and Relevance of the speech to
the audience.
Logic versus Emotions.
Authenticity and Memorability.
Thought Provoking
Points.
Evaluate the argument not

2.

3.

The Technique



Connect and Commend:
0:00' - 1:30' (Two positive points)
Recommend: 1:30' 3:00' (Two areas of
improvement)
Summarize: 3:00' - 3:30' (1-2
points that made you connect to the speech)

TIP:
Use "I" words:
 In my opinion
 I felt that
 In summary/to summarize
 In my analysis
 My recommendations

1. Connect and Commend
2. Recommend
3. Summarize

On the Contest Day




Make an impact at the beginning and the end.
Pick a point from the speech and coin a crisp
statement.
Have an introductory statement handy.

All the best!
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The Celebrator y Beginnings
Nature has its disparate ways of teaching lessons; les- A new practice was then started to have a Team Briefing
sons, that are the essence of life.
after every club meet, to look for good practices as well
as opportunities to improve. If anybody wanted to see
One such important lesson is from the Red Wood Forest
passion at its peak, it was burning in the eyes of these
of San Francisco, USA. More than 3,000 years old, this
eight members. Finally, in the 11th meeting, the Club fulforest has survived almost all the natural calamities till
filled the mandatory requirement and the hard work fidate. One would keep guessing as to how is it possible?
nally paid off! The ‘Vadodara Toastmasters Club’ became
Only to be surprised by the fact that the roots of these
a reality on June 2nd, 2016.
trees are intertwined - holding each other, growing together, thus sustaining for centuries. We might then Yet, there was no stopping! The club continued working
wonder, "Can this be possible within a team?". The story
that I am going to share will leave you spellbound.
Highly impressed by the concept of Toastmasters, eight
dynamic individuals from diverse backgrounds came together to start a Toastmasters Community Club in Vadodara. They got the support and guidance of an experienced Toastmaster, and spent time conducting regular
discussions to move ahead with their concept. After the
initial brainstorming and research, they spread the news
within their networks. Having garnered a good initial response, they started their first meeting in January 2016.
These eight members stepped up as an Executive Committee team to drive the club; one even volunteering to
mentor!
Soon they realized that to sustain the club, they will have
to move beyond their own network and use social media as usual and then hit upon the next milestone. They
tools to spread the news. Using various social media earned the "Distinguished Club" award on 29th June,
2016 - in just 27 days of being chartered! And what came
as an icing on the cake was the “Beat the Clock Award”!
The passion continues to burn in the members even today…
By Vadodara Toastmasters Club

Vadodara Toastmasters Club
platforms, the attendance inflated further and the base
steadily increased to attain the goal of 20 members. In
the due course of time, the club learned that the key of
guest-to-member conversion depended on successful
meetings and hence, sincere efforts and homework were
done to showcase a great show. Special PR activities
were carried out to promote the Club; and as the club
approached its 10th meeting, they were short of just two
members to qualify for a club chartering.
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Te n W h o l e Ye a r s , S t i l l G o i n g S t r o n g
In any sport, Number 10 holds a certain charming
enigma, a sense of prestige, and a sign of respect. Public
speaking is no less a sport. Your speech needs to be logical, fluent, erudite, and well-delivered to connect with
your audience. This July, CSC TM Club crossed a milestone of 10 years as an active club. Ever since its formation on July 14, 2006, the club (No: 938828) has been
ranked thrice as Distinguished and Selected Distinguished and twice as President's Distinguished club. The
club is known for its active participation in all the competitions at the area and district levels and stood victorious
in most. Celebration is a pivotal point, especially in a
growth process, as it allows us to commemorate all the
good we did. The club commemorated its 10th anniversary on July 14, 2016.

and described how an association with the club can impact an individual. TM Devesh expressed what the club
stands for and applauded the prevailing healthy competitive spirit.
And what's celebration without satisfying your sweet
tooth? The members of the meeting enjoyed a yummylicious cake that you see in this picture.

The meeting witnessed the presence of District Director

TM Jagrut, Area Director TM Havish, and members who
have been influential in building the club. The meeting
kick-started with the Sergeant-at-arms, TM Nikhil's
quirky introduction. The club members applauded the
Immediate Past President, TM Manohar, for his prominent role in keeping the club active. TM Subramayam,
District 98 ISC champion, also spoke his heart out at the
meeting. TM Havish installed the Club's new Executive
Council. The new EC members took an oath to contribute
their best to the growth of their club and to continue the
club's legacy.

In my six-month association with CSC Toastmasters, I
have realized that Toastmasters cheer you not just by
showering compliments but also constructive criticism.
CSC Toastmasters Club has always stood as an example
of cohesive leadership.
I wish the club a happy anniversary and all the best in
their journey ahead. Many more milestones wait to be
conquered!
By Ravi Teja Bodanam,
EC-CSC Toastmasters Club, Hyderabad

The EC for 2016-17 came up with their ideas which can
benefit the club. TM Phani owed his success to the club
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C ro s s i n g t h e M i l e s t o n e s

July 16

100th Meet

Divisions C and P
Jointly Meet, Pune

July 21
Broadridge Toastmasters Club,
Hyderabad

250th Meet
10th Meet

Toastmasters Club of
Pune-West

July 18

Decade
Anniversary

Baner Toastmasters
Club, Pune

CSC Toastmasters

July 20

Club
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To p of t h e M o n t h
“We cannot always build the future for our youth; but rooms where the speakers competed for a coveted spot in
we can always build our youth for the future.”
the semi-finals!

GRAND FINALE: AUGUST 7TH, HYDERABAD

M A S T E R O R ATO R C H A M P I O N S H I P

- Franklin D. Roosevelt

This event was a tiny glimpse into the enormous potential
of India’s demographic dividend that the world considers
And that was exactly what the team of Toastmasters
a force to reckon with. The contestants, mostly 18-22
from District 98, Divisions E, F, and H set out to acyears of age, spoke over a wide variety of topics, ranging
complish through the “Master Orator Championship.”
from millennials, global warming, societal pressures, and
Their mission was simple: to encourage the youth to
social media to positive attitude, parenting, solo travel,
“Speak up!” Literally! The road ahead, however, was
and loving oneself! Some were complete natural on stage,
equally daunting. An event of this scale and size had
some, a little nervous. But it was mind-blowing to witness
never been attempted before. But since when has
how informed, opinionated, and open-minded they were!
that deterred our toastmasters? And thus, it all beAnd boy, did they speak up or what?!
gan.
Their admiration and enthusiasm for toastmasters was
The next few weeks were spent in planning and orgaheartening. Each one of them wanted to know more
nizing this oratorical fiesta: spreading the word
about Toastmasters and was eager to attend toastmasters
among students, getting them to register, finding
meetings. Through the Master Orator Championship, the
sponsors, identifying a venue, arranging for logistics,
team of toastmasters from District 98, Divisions E, F, and H
designing flyers and banners, gathering contest offihave set themselves up for a much more profound recials… the list goes on! The Contest Steering Comsponsibility: to channelize this excitement and harness the
mittee led the way, with the help and contribution of
students’ potential through Toastmasters as a platform to
countless others. Until, the D-day arrived.
shape the leaders of tomorrow!
As many as 75 toastmasters, a dozen distinguished
guests, and close to 500 students and parents from
all over Andhra Pradesh and Telangana, gathered at
BVRIT, Hyderabad, on the morning of Saturday, 16th
July 2016, for the qualifying round of the championship. To say that the organizers were pleasantly
overwhelmed by the response would be a huge understatement! The venue was abuzz with activity as
the contest took place simultaneously in 15 class-

By Neha Venkatesh
Novartis Toastmasters Club, Hyderabad

July Contest Winners*: Quote Unquote
FIRST PLACE:

“Accept challenges and they will turn into milestones in your journey.”
- Akbar Khan (Goa YMCA Toastmasters Club)
SECOND PLACE:

“Jump without a parachute, Toastmasters gifts you wings.”
- Ankita Jain (Vadodara Toastmasters Club)
*Winners of the contest will receive customized District 98 goodies within a fortnight.

District 98 Sends You Birthday Bumps!
July 18 Havish Mutya (Hyderabad)
Area Director, H1

July 24 Lasya Madireddy (Hyderabad)
District Finance Manager

July 26 Nirmal Kumar Jain (Mumbai)
Area Director, B1

July 31 Sriram Gellu (Hyderabad)
Area Director, E1

Somnath
Bhattacharjee

Content Designer, Pune

Arun
Mishra

Content Designer, Goa
District Webmaster

Content Designer, Hyderabad

The Communicate 98 Team
Sanjeev Patra

Meenal
Bale

Creative Director

Community Manager
Pooja V

Nishant Mehta

m
ijay Ku
ar

Sai Sridhar
Varahbhatla

Aashirvad Khatanhar

Community Manager

Content Designer, Mumbai

Communicate 98 Editor

Dhiraj
Nimbalkar

Isha
Verma

Community Manager
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Wa s s u p !
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Coming Soon—Unity
Disclaimer: Although great care has been taken in the compilation of content in this issue, we apologize for any inadvertent errors or omissions. The newsletter contains individual views and opinions of contributors; District 98, the District Director, or the
Editor may not subscribe to the same views. You may report errors or omissions, or offer any suggestions to editor@d98tm.in.

